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Abstract

Visible imaging of gas puffs has been used on the Alcator C-Mod tokamak to characterize edge plasma turbulence,

yielding data that can be compared with plasma turbulence codes. Simulations of these experiments with the DEGAS 2

Monte Carlo neutral transport code have been carried out to explore the relationship between the plasma fluctuations

and the observed light emission. By imposing two-dimensional modulations on the measured time-average plasma

density and temperature profiles, we demonstrate that the spatial structure of the emission cloud reflects that of the

underlying turbulence. However, the photon emission rate depends on the plasma density and temperature in a

complicated way, and no simple scheme for inferring the plasma parameters directly from the light emission patterns is

apparent. The simulations indicate that excited atoms generated by molecular dissociation are a significant source of

photons, further complicating interpretation of the gas puff imaging results.

� 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The edge plasma of the tokamak is ideal for a com-

prehensive study of plasma turbulence. First, the rela-

tively low electron densities and temperatures as well as

the location make the edge plasma accessible to study

with reciprocating probes. Second, the low temperatures

also allow atomic physics processes to be used as the

basis for diagnostics. The potential benefit of under-

standing turbulence in the edge plasma is great since the

boundary conditions for the core plasma are set in or

near this region.

The gas puff imaging (GPI) diagnostic [1–3] is de-

signed to exploit these prospects and to provide two-

dimensional (2-D) data on the structure of the plasma

turbulence for comparison with three-dimensional (3-D)

nonlinear plasma simulation codes and with direct probe

measurements of the turbulence characteristics. The GPI

diagnostic consists of recording with high temporal and

spatial resolution [1] the light generated by neutral at-

oms puffed into the edge of the plasma. The experiments

considered in this paper use deuterium as the working

gas.

The relationship between the camera images and the

underlying plasma fluctuations can be explored in a

straightforward way with the Monte Carlo neutral

transport code DEGAS 2 [4]. The number of molecules

puffed is small enough to not significantly perturb the

plasma [1]. Yet, the emitted light is much brighter than

that arising from background neutral species [1]. Hence,

the latter need not be simulated. Because the neutrals

come from a gas puff rather than the recycling of plasma

ions, interactions of the neutral species with material

surfaces should not be important.
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2. Description of simulations

The Alcator C-Mod geometry used in DEGAS 2 is

built up from a simple outline of the vacuum vessel,

including the gas puff nozzle and surrounding structures,

and an equilibrium computed for the shot and time of

interest. A 2-D plasma mesh is established using the DG

and CARRE packages [5]. The volume between the

plasma mesh and the material surfaces is broken up into

triangles [6]. The mesh zones in the emission region have

linear dimensions on the order of a few millimeters. The

input geometry and plasma data are toroidally sym-

metric.

The GPI experiments survey the radial and poloidal

structure of the plasma turbulence by using camera

viewing chords oriented along the magnetic field [1]. The

present version of DEGAS 2 is not set up to resolve the

light emission in 3-D, as would be needed for quantitative

comparisons of photon intensity. Instead, the code re-

sults are effectively toroidally averaged to yield 2-D

profiles of the Balmer-a (Da) intensity in the poloidal

plane that can be compared qualitatively with the ex-

perimental data. The radial Da profile obtained from a

preliminary (i.e., without molecular contributions) sim-

ulation [1] is sufficiently similar to the time-average

experimental result that we are confident that the con-

clusions of this work are pertinent to the experimental

situation. Toroidal resolution will be added in future

work, and the GPI camera views will be modeled directly.

This will allow a quantitative comparison of the image

intensity and an evaluation of the spatial averaging

caused by the finite toroidal extent of the emission cloud.

These DEGAS 2 simulations are time-independent.

The radiative decay time of the upper level of the

emitting transition (principal quantum number n ¼ 3) is

<0.02 ls, much shorter than the autocorrelation time
for the turbulence of 10–20 ls [1]. The time required for
a 3 eV (a typical dissociation energy) atom to cross the

emission cloud is about 1 ls, also short enough for the
steady state assumption to be valid. Time-dependent

neutral transport will be investigated in subsequent

work.

The deuterium atomic and molecular physics pro-

cesses incorporated into these simulations have been

described elsewhere [7,8]. Balmer-a photons resulting

from D2 and D
þ
2 dissociation are included using the

reactions:

eþD2 ! eþDð1sÞ þD�ðn ¼ 3Þ ð1Þ

eþDþ
2 ! eþDþ þD�ðn ¼ 3Þ ð2Þ

eþDþ
2 ! Dð1sÞ þD�ðn ¼ 3Þ ð3Þ

The rates and kinetics of these processes are discussed in

Ref. [8]. Neutral–neutral collisions are not included in

these simulations, even though they may not be negli-

gible. To treat them correctly, we would need a realistic

value for the neutral densities and, hence, a toroidally

resolved calculation modeling the 3-D expansion of the

gas flowing away from the nozzle.

The emission rate of the observed light in m�3 s�1 is

computed by an expression equivalent to

SDa ¼
X

j¼D;D2 ;D
þ
2

njfjðne; TeÞ; ð4Þ

where nj is the computed density of the electronic

ground state atom, molecule or molecular ion, ne is the
electron density, and Te is the electron temperature. The
function fD is the ratio of the density of the upper level
of the radiative transition to the ground state density

times the rate of spontaneous decay (Einstein coefficient)

for the transition. The local distribution of neutral atoms

over the electronically excited states is obtained from a

collisional radiative model (see, for example, Ref. [9])

based on that described in Ref. [10] and utilizing the

cross sections of Ref. [11]. The model results are read

into DEGAS 2 as tabular data. The relationship be-

tween the plasma fluctuations and the light intensity is

dominated by the ne and Te dependence of fD.
Note that in DEGAS 2, Dþ

2 ions are assumed to be

dissociated instantaneously upon being created. As a

result, the Dþ
2 density is effectively equal to the D2

density times its ionization rate divided by the Dþ
2 de-

struction rate. The values of fD2 and fDþ
2
are given by

fD2 ¼ ne
A32

A31 þ A32
hrvi1; ð5Þ

fDþ
2
¼ ne

A32
A31 þ A32

½hrvi2 þ hrvi3�; ð6Þ

where Aij is the Einstein coefficient for the transition

from n ¼ i to n ¼ j, and hrvik is the reaction rate [8] for
the kth process with k referring to Eqs. (1)–(3) above.
Time-average radial profiles of the plasma density

and temperature are provided by a midplane recipro-

cating probe. The data are mapped onto the DEGAS 2

mesh by assuming that the density and temperature are

constant on a flux surface with ion density ni ¼ ne and
ion temperature Ti ¼ Te. In the triangulated region of the
computational mesh, the radial coordinate is estimated

as the physical distance between the zone center and the

nearest zone of the flux surface-based mesh.

3. Results

The simulations described here are based on Alcator

C-Mod shot 1010622006 at 700 ms. Over the emission

region, Te varies between 10 and 60 eV; ne ranges from
1� 1019 to 8� 1019 m�3. The Da emission pattern
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computed from the time-average plasma profiles is

shown in Fig. 1.

The small emission peak directly in front of the gas

nozzle is not observed experimentally. Its absence in the

experiments probably implies that the plasma parame-

ters used in that region are incorrect. Namely, the probe

data extend only out to a major radius of R ¼ 0:91 m for
this shot and are assumed constant at larger radii. The

magnitude of this peak would be reduced by more than

two orders of magnitude if Te < 2:5 eV or if ne < 3:6�
1016 m�3 at the nozzle. Both possibilities are consistent

with an exponential extrapolation of the outermost

probe data points. This peak will be ignored in subse-

quent discussions.

The contours in Fig. 1 indicate the fraction of the

photons due to D atoms, nDfD=SDa . Note that molecular

processes contribute roughly 40% of the photons at the

peak of the primary cloud, a much larger fraction than

had been expected. An effort should be made to verify

this result experimentally.

We investigate the relationship between the instan-

taneous plasma profiles and the observed emission pat-

terns by imposing on the time-average electron (and ion)

density and temperature ad hoc density and temperature

modulations,

n0eðR;ZÞ ¼ neðR;ZÞ 1
�

þ 1
2
sin

pZ
0:01

� ��

� 1

�
þ 1
2
sin

pðR�Rsep þ 0:0035Þ
0:005

� ��
; ð7Þ

where Z is the height above midplane and Rsep is the
major radius of the separatrix at midplane. This results

in a 0.02 m wavelength for the poloidal variation [1]. The

smaller radial wavelength of 0.01 m allows a full period

of the modulation to fit inside the emission cloud. The

radial shift of 0.0035 m permits the innermost density

point to have the same value as in the unperturbed case.

The resulting 2-D emission contours are shown in Fig.

2(a). In a separate run, we apply the same perturbation

to the electron and ion temperatures; the temperatures

are constrained to be between 5 and 100 eV. The effect of

the Ti perturbation is expected to be small since Ti only
enters through the neutral-ion elastic scattering pro-

cesses. Fig. 3 shows the Da intensities from these two

runs, both normalized to the unperturbed result, along a

vertical slice through the emission clouds. The radius of

the slice, R ¼ 0:904 m, has been chosen to pass through a
peak in the radial variation of Eq. (7).

The simulated emission patterns show the same 2-D

structure as the underlying density (or temperature)

perturbation. Hence, we anticipate that a poloidal

analysis of the experimentally observed emission pattern

will yield a spectrum that is at least similar to that of the

underlying turbulence. Note that we expect the auto-

correlation functions and frequency spectra computed

from the GPI images to also mirror those of the plasma.

Subsequent investigations will attempt to quantitatively

verify these assertions.

The magnitude of the maxima of the normalized Da

quantities in Fig. 3 are smaller than those of the ap-

plied modulations largely because o ln fD=o ln Te and
o ln fD=o ln ne < 1. In fact, the value of o ln fD=o ln Te
varies between 0.3 at R ¼ 0:89 m and 1.4 at R ¼ 0:91 m.
Likewise, o ln fD=o ln ne rises from 0.5 to 0.8 over

the same radial range. At the Da peak, R ¼ 0:905 m,
o ln fD=o ln Te ¼ 0:7 and o ln fD=o ln ne ¼ 0:6.
The structure of Fig. 3 and the relationship between

the normalized modulation and emission amplitudes are

more complicated than those displayed in the analogous

figure of Ref. [1] due to the molecular contributions to

Eq. (4). The density dependencies of fD2 Eq. (5) and fDþ
2

Eq. (6) are explicitly linear. Because three different

processes contribute to these functions and because of

the strong correlation between nD and nD2 , the temper-
ature dependencies of the molecular contributions to Eq.

(4) are complicated. Like fD, their effective temperature
scaling will vary radially.

Fig. 1. Balmer-a emission pattern from the baseline DEGAS 2

simulation using the time-average profiles measured by the re-

ciprocating probe. The gas puff nozzle is indicated in black. The

contour lines give the fraction of Da photons due to atoms.
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The simplest interpretation of the GPI technique is

that the emission patterns primarily reflect electron

density fluctuations and that the emission rate is insen-

sitive to temperature fluctuations. This would be valid if

neK 1018 m�3 and Te � 10 eV. However, the Alcator C-

Mod edge typically has much higher densities and tem-

peratures not much greater than 10 eV. As has been

demonstrated in the last two paragraphs, the density and

temperature dependencies of the emission rate are not

very different. In particular, they are not sufficiently

different to allow the perturbed plasma density or tem-

perature to be inferred directly from the GPI images.

Inversion of the data would be simpler if the electron

density and temperature perturbations were in phase, as

some theories predict.

The preceding arguments have assumed that the

neutral density profile in the emission cloud is smooth in

comparison with the plasma profiles [1]. In the same way

that the edge plasma can affect beam emission spec-

troscopy [12], localized ne or Te fluctuations can modify
the flow of GPI neutrals to smaller R via ionization,

dissociation, and the other neutral-plasma interaction

channels. Alternatively, we can imagine these processes
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Fig. 3. Vertical variation of the applied plasma parameter

modulation (Eq. (7)) and the resulting Da emission patterns

normalized to the values obtained in the baseline simulation.

This vertical slice is taken at R ¼ 0:904 m.

Fig. 2. Balmer-a emission patterns from DEGAS 2 simulation with the electron density perturbation (Eq. (7)). The frame labeled (a) is
the result produced directly by the code and, thus, incorporates the �shadowing� effect of the perturbation on the neutral densities.
Frame (b) has been assembled in post-processing to eliminate the shadowing effect. Both plots are drawn using the scale shown in (a).
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transferring some of the structure of the plasma turbu-

lence to the neutral density. The neutral density, and

thus the light intensity, at those radii will depend on the

plasma parameters that have been �seen� by those mol-
ecules and atoms en route from the gas nozzle.

To demonstrate this effect, we consider the unper-

turbed simulation (Fig. 1) and the simulation employing

the perturbed ne profile Fig. 2(a). We can artificially
assemble an idealized (i.e., without this effect) emission

pattern for the perturbed case using the perturbed fj
obtained from the latter simulation and the unperturbed

nj from the former; the result is shown in Fig. 2(b). Fig.

2(b) reflects more clearly the structure of the imposed ne
perturbation than does Fig. 2(a). In Fig. 2(a), the neutral

densities are smaller just behind (i.e., at slightly lower R)
the ne peaks than in the unperturbed case; this behavior
has been described as �shadowing�. However, the neutral
densities are increased behind ne minima. The net result
is that the spatial structure of the emission profile in Fig.

2(a) is smeared out relative to the idealized result shown

in Fig. 2(b) and relative to that of the perturbed ne (see
also Fig. 3).

To quantify the effect, we normalize the difference of

these two images to the unperturbed emission rate:

Fs ¼
X
j

ðn0j

"
� njÞf 0

j

# X
j

njfj

,
: ð8Þ

The primes indicate the value obtained with perturbed

plasma parameters. We have computed Fs for both of
the simulations with perturbed plasma parameters.

Space does not permit 2-D plots of Fs to be shown or
explained in detail. Instead, we note only that jFsjJ 0:5
over a significant area and that most of this is due to the

molecular contributions. The cause is a greater sensi-

tivity of the molecular density to the plasma parameters.

In contrast, the analogous shadowing fraction based

on the photons from D alone varies between )0.2 and
0.2 over the emission region. The absence of strong in-

teractions between the atoms and the plasma is further

confirmed when we examine the physical processes that

determined the simulated atom velocities in this region.

Namely, each particle in DEGAS 2 has a label that

initially points to the type of source that gave rise to the

particle (e.g., a gas puff). Upon a collision, the label

changes to indicate the reaction responsible (e.g., charge

exchange). The neutral density profile can be broken up

into the various contributions made by these processes.

The fraction due to charge exchange is less than 0.5 in

the region of interest. Only 10–20% have undergone

reflection at a material surface. Thus, most of the D

emission comes from atoms that have traveled ballisti-

cally since being created by a dissociation event.

We conclude that quantitatively interpreting the GPI

images will require not only taking into account the

density and temperature dependencies of the fj functions
of Eq. (4), but also the effect of the plasma fluctuations

on the neutral densities. Neutral transport codes such as

DEGAS 2 can facilitate these interpretations, but careful

benchmarks of the atomic and molecular models in the

code will have to be carried out first. Such simulations

will be the subject of a subsequent paper.
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